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350 industry veterans in 20+ cities
Operational; Globally connected

Serving global companies & Financial Institutions
Deep sector domain knowledge

Focused on lifetime events like M&A and Transformation
Hands-on approach in providing solutions

Treasury technologists 
120 systems experts worldwide with Treasury solution delivery experience

Intimate knowledge of cash management, currency and interest 
rate risk management
Linking tax and accounting

Deloitte Global Treasury Advisory Services
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Corporate treasury responsibilities are increasingly strategically focused and driven by CFO mandates to
address business priorities. Time and effort spent by treasury on transaction processing versus strategic
advisory activities are indicators of maturity and the value of its contribution to broader finance goals.

Context: The Corporate Treasury Function
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Context: Strategic Trends and Responding to Disruption

In this increasingly complex world, a treasury function can be strategic in its ability to adapt and respond 
to disruption impacting its business and industry specifically, but macro-economic and geopolitical events 
more broadly.  Some key strategic trends to be aware of:

Payment fraud Risk Management Technology Disruption

Risk management also continues to be a 
key focus area, particularly in light of 
recent geopolitical and macro-economic 
events.

Increasing rhetoric around protectionism 
in the US and abroad could increase 
trade tariffs.  How will organizations 
and treasury respond to potential supply 
chain disruptions as a result?

Continued volatility of oil prices (i.e., 
from OPEC cuts, energy deregulation, 
supply levels) could impact those 
companies that are oil-reliant (e.g., oil 
refiners, airlines).  How will that impact 
treasury’s ability to forecast and fund the 
organization? How will they hedge to 
protect themselves from price changes?

Geopolitical events (e.g., Brexit) also 
continue to increase volatility of FX.  
How will treasury protect themselves and 
hedge these exposures?

Payment fraud continues to escalate and 
be of critical concern to treasurers.  A 
recent Deloitte survey showed that 40% 
of respondents were targets of payment 
fraud.

Managing payment and cyber risk is of 
critical importance and can be done 
through fraud detection and 
cybersecurity protection programs and 
cyber insurance

1 2 3

Business disruption from technology. 
As industries and companies continue to 
adapt to technological disruptions, it will 
be imperative that treasury invest on 
making themselves more adaptable and 
nimble through technological innovations 
to support wholesale business model 
changes.  

Partner with banks and other technology 
vendors to explore opportunities to adopt 
latest advances made around FinTech, 
block chain in particular.  Treasury 
could very well be early adopters of these 
technologies

Invest in treasury technology to 
automate and improve overall controls so 
that treasury can focus on the more 
strategic matters affecting the 
organization
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2017 Global Corporate Treasury Survey

55%

38%

7%

Annual revenue 

<$10bn       $10–$50bn       >$50bn

Geographic location

United
States

Other Americas

EMEA

APAC

24%

61%

13%

2%

32%

14%

6%5%

4%

39%

Industries

Consumer & Industrial Products

Technology, Media & Telecommunication

Energy & Resources

Life Sciences & Health Care

Financial Services (non-bank)

Other

Over 200 companies across all industries and revenue groups for helping to shape the future of the function.

69% 16% 7% 8%

Number of Treasury FTEs

0-10

11-20

21-40

>40

*All $ values throughout are USD 
equivalent

Demographics
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CFO Mandates for Treasurers

Increasing trend for Corporate Treasuries to shift from risk management function to supporting business
strategy and delivering greater cash efficiencies through capital management. Interestingly, 15% of
respondents, distributed across all industries and revenue brackets, highlighted their mandate to become a
profit centre – a shift from traditional Treasury as a cost centre of past years.

15%

73%

71%

71%

76%

77%

80%

80%

90%

97%

18%

19%

20%

20%

20%

14%

13%

10%

8%

2%

62%

6%

8%

9%

4%

8%

6%

8%

2%

1%

5%

2%

1%

1%

1%

2%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Becoming a profit center (e.g., performing proprietary trading and

ability to directly improve bottom line)

Enhanced governance and control over domestic and overseas

operations

Leading, governing and driving working capital improvement initiatives

Creation of scalable treasury organization to support company growth

Low cost, efficient provider of services

Value-add partner to the CFO (e.g., support or drive M&A activity)

Strategic advisor to the business

Access to capital markets to finance growth

Steward for risk management for the company

Liquidity risk management

Important Neutral Not Important N/A

Top 5 Priorities
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Top 5 Challenges for CFOs & Treasury Organisations

* Multiple selections possible

52%

43%
40% 39%

31% 30%

24%
22%

12% 12%
10% 9%

FX volatility Visibility into

global operations,

cash, and financial
risk exposures

Cash repatriation Liquidity Entering/managing

within restricted

markets

Inadequate

treasury systems

infrastructure

Global tax reform

impacts

Leverage Other Treasury operation

cost

Lack of

understanding by

Board/Exec
Management

Ability to respond

to the board/ad

hoc requests

1. Managing FX volatility

2. Visibility into global operations, cash and financials

3. Cash repatriation and Liquidity management

4. Entering / Managing within restricted markets

5. Inadequate Treasury System infrastructure
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Risk Monitoring

Surprisingly, 75% of respondents are not actively monitoring key risks using ’at risk’ measures, and
fewer than 50% actively undertake sensitivity analysis despite wide availability of systems and models.
Given that FX volatility is the major concern for Treasurers, there is significant opportunity for Treasurers to
invest in technology to deliver more sophisticated real-time analytics. CFO’s and Boards should expect more
dialogue in these areas.

25%

49%

32%

26%

36%

41%

4%

4%

5%

45%

11%

22%

At risk measures such as VaR, CFaR, or EaR?

Sensitivity analysis on individual risk factors
(FX, interest rate)

Stress testing target financial ratios

Risk analytics

Actively Monitoring Adhoc, manual monitoring

Would like to but no ability Not monitoring
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Payment fraud

40% of participating companies indicated that their Treasury team has been recently affected by fraud,
with most indicating that more than one remedial program has been required to stem the issue. The
results do not include known attempts at committing fraud.

Leading companies are leveraging detective controls in addition to implementing preventative technology
enabled controls to reduce their risk.

40%

60%

Has your company been 
affected by fraud?

Yes No

* Multiple selections possible

88%

51%

37%

17%

How have you responded?

Reviewed/upgraded internal controls and governance

Reviewed/upgraded internal security

Implemented Regular Trainings

Implemented or Improved Treasury Management Systems and STP
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Why is it so challenging?

De-centralisation of 
operations

• FX exposures and hedges are 
not aggregated 

• Each business unit maintains 
their own facilities and funding 

• Intercompany invoices are 
settled individually

Manual Processes

• Time spent on tedious and 
repetitive tasks 

• Management reporting 
inaccuracy

• No linking of data between 
systems

• Microsoft Excel based 

Lack of Sponsorship

• No Board and Senior 
Management buy-in for 
Treasury transformation

• Difficulty in articulating 
Technology investments 
business case

Inadequate Resources

• Lack of appropriate level and type 
of resources to run analysis

• Risk Analytics measures are missing 
or incomplete 
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Treasury Technology 

Enabler
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Treasury Technology – Overview

While investment in Treasury Management Systems (TMS) has increased, over 20% of each functional area
is still being managed in spreadsheets, leaving the company open to both operational and fraud risks. Of the
companies using a TMS, implementation of cloud and managed services solutions has increased to nearly
50% – a trend expected to increase as vendors transition to cloud only offerings and treasury teams seek to
shift the burden of IT support to vendors.

52%

16%

32%

TMS deployment model

Locally managed and

maintained

Managed Services

Cloud/SaaS

76%

19%

5%

Locally managed systems (by revenue)

<$10bn

$10-$50bn

>$50bn

21%

50%

32%
28%

63%

8%

10%

6%

7%

5%

20%

16%

20% 24%

14%

19%

8%

14% 12%

4%32%

16%

28% 29%

14%

Cash
management
and treasury
accounting

Bank
administration

and
relationship

management

Investments
and debt

management

FX and interest
rate risk

management

Commodity
price risk

management

System Type by Functional Usage

Dedicated TMS

ERP

Other

Homegrown Solution

No System

* $ USD equivalent
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Treasury Technology – TMS Functional Usage

Treasury teams are seeking to leverage maximum functionality of their TMS, implementing cash
management, investment and debt management, and FX capabilities where possible, and many solutions
are integrated with trading and bank portals, confirmation platforms, and custom reporting tools.

Other systems in use include bank systems, Bellin TM5, CGI Twin, Globe$, Openlink and XRT for cash and bank account
management, Aladdin, CGI Twin and Clearwater for debt and investment management, 360T, Bellin TM5, Bloomberg and CGI
Twin for FX and IR management, and Allegro, ATAQ, Bellin TM5 and Calypso for commodity price risk management.

Despite the increasing trend of treasury transformation and deployment of TMS, many systems are supported or augmented
with the use of home-grown solutions which may pose greater cyber and operational risks.

0%

5%

10%

15%

Cash management and

treasury accounting

Bank administration and

relationship management

Investments and debt

management

FX and interest rate risk

management

Commodity price risk

management

WallStreet Suite SAP Treasury FIS Quantum FIS Integrity Visual Risk IT2

CitiFinancials Kyriba Reval Oracle/Peoplesoft Home-grown solution
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Possibilities – Visualisation
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Possibilities – Analytics
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Reflection

2. What initiatives do you have to drive cash/exposure 

visibility?

3. Is your Board attuned to market risks and actively 

supporting your policies?

5. How are you leveraging technology?

1. What is your Treasury function’s role today?

4. What your Treasury Talent strategy?
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